
Individual Course Entrance Banner Printed and made 1m x 1m hemmed with rope eyelets with your
chosen graphic
2 x Teepad sponsorships with your chosen graphic. If not chosen your logo will be used by default.
(Hole 1 & 5 unavailable).
2 x Basket cozy sponsorships - 45cm x 15cm Triangular Prism printed core flute with your chosen
graphic. If not chosen your logo will be used by default (Hole 1 & 5 unavailable).
Medium sized logo on Gate (Arbour) between HQ and Tee Pad 5
Medium sized Logo on Photo Media Wall in HQ
Social Media post recognitions – Minimum One, Maximum Two posts specific to your
Brand/Company
Notable mention at awards ceremony
Hole breakdown in the caddy book will have your chosen graphic added to the two included pages.
Medium sized logo added to the sponsor’s page of the caddy book. If choosing multiple sponsorship
offerings only one logo will be added to the caddy book. Largest size logo offering overrides your
other offerings.

Supporting Sponsorship
A minimum of $500 Cash or $700 in Vouchers / Players Pack Value / Amateur Prizes Value / Retail Value
provided to the event
Includes:

Players pack value must align with desired items allocated by the players pack liaison Jordan Wheeler.

Basket Cosy can be purchased back off PDGC at the end of the event. This will cost $10 extra each
excluding delivery. This value is not part of the above offer.

Banner can be purchased back off PDGC at the end of the event. This will cost $50 extra excluding
delivery. This value is not part of the above offer.

If supporting sponsors wishes to also setup a stall. Vendor fee is not included in the cash or value
offering

 

SPONSORSHIP OFFERS



1 x custom core flute sponsorship sign (A5 landscape) incorporated with the tee
sign. In full view of the player. Being that this is a natural course most hole
sponsorship signs are placed on tree’s adjacent to the teepad. Teepad sign will be
left on the course for the next 6 months
Small sized logo on Gate (Arbour) between HQ and Tee Pad 5
Small sized Logo on Photo Media Wall in HQ
Hole breakdown in the caddy book will have your with your chosen graphic
included on this page.
Small logo added to the sponsor’s page of the caddy book. 
Sponsor is allowed to supply their own extra marketing material as long as it
doesnt impact players and is only allocated to the teepad area.

Teepad sponsorship
$65 each Teepad, 25 Teepads available (1 & 5 unavailable), contact us if you have a
choice of teepad.
Includes:

If choosing multiple sponsorship offerings only one logo will be added to the caddy
book. Largest size logo offering overrides your other offerings.

45cm x 15cm Triangular Prism (Basket Cosy) printed core flute with
your chosen graphic. If not chosen your logo will be used by default
Small sized logo on Gate (Arbour) between HQ and Tee Pad 5
Small sized Logo on Photo Media Wall in HQ
Small logo added to the sponsor’s page of the caddy book. 

Basket Sponsorship
$35 each basket, 25 Baskets available (1 & 5 unavailable), contact us if
you have a choice of basket
Includes:

If choosing multiple sponsorship offerings only one logo will be added
to the caddy book. Largest size logo offering overrides your other
offerings.
This sponsorship does not include basket flag
Basket Cosy can be purchased back off PDGC at the end of the event.
This will cost $10 extra excluding delivery

Small sized Logo printed on Sponsors Gate Arbor between HQ and
Hole 4 Tee pad.
Small logo added to the sponsor’s page of the caddy book. 

Gate Arbor Sponsorship
$20 Each logo
Includes:

If choosing multiple sponsorship offerings only one logo will be added to
the caddy book. Largest size logo offering overrides your other offerings.

SPONSORSHIP OFFERS



Individual Teardrop Flags, Small 2m Flag, single sided With pole
kit, bag, and ground spike with your chosen graphic printed on
it to be placed out on any holes of your choosing excluding hole
1 and 5.
Small logo added to the sponsor’s page of the caddy book. If
choosing multiple sponsorship offerings only one logo will be
added to the caddy book. Largest size logo offering overrides
your other offerings.
Small sized logo on Gate (Arbour) between HQ and Tee Pad 5
Small sized Logo on Photo Media Wall in HQ

Wind Flag Sponsorship
$240 each
Includes:

Wind Flag Sponsorship offering needs to be paid and graphic
organised by 3rd June 2022 latest to allow for lead time on the flag
creation.
Flag can be purchased back off PDGC at the end of the event. This
will cost $50 extra excluding delivery. Thus giving you a
sponsorship offering plus a flag for yours to keep for a total of $290

Small sized Logo printed on Photo Media Wall in HQ
Small logo added to the sponsor’s page of the caddy book.

Media wall sponsorship
$20 Each Logo
Includes:

If choosing multiple sponsorship offerings only one logo will be added to the caddy
book. Largest size logo offering overrides your other offerings.

Individual Banner 1m x 1m - Single side print, hemmed with rope
and eyelets and made with your chosen graphic. This banner to be
placed either at HQ/Camp or on the course entrance. This is up to
the sponsor where they would like this placed.
Small sized logo on Gate (Arbour) between HQ and Tee Pad 5
Small sized Logo on Photo Media Wall in HQ
Small logo added to the sponsor’s page of the caddy book. 

Banner Sponsorship
$100 each banner
Includes:

If choosing multiple sponsorship offerings only one logo will be added
to the caddy book. Largest size logo offering overrides your other
offerings.

Banner can be purchased back off PDGC at the end of the event. This
will cost $25 extra excluding delivery Thus giving you a sponsorship
offering plus a flag for yours to keep for a total of $125

SPONSORSHIP OFFERS



A5 CTP sign designed with CTP rules and includes your chosen graphic, sign will be placed under the teepad
sign. If not chosen your logo will be used by default
CTP circle Pin Stake with coreflute chart with your logo on it, pen & rope.
Small sized logo on Gate (Arbour) between HQ and Tee Pad 5
Small sized Logo on Photo Media Wall in HQ
Small logo added to the sponsor’s page of the caddy book. If choosing multiple sponsorship offerings only one
logo will be added to the caddy book. Largest size logo offering overrides your other offerings.
Notable mention at awards ceremony for the CTP prizes

CTP Sponsorship
$30 each (Cash or item of retail value)
Only three holes for CTP available, those three holes will have two prizes each. One for men’s and one for women’s.
Which means 6 CTP offerings available total. Ideally if you want more than one CTP sponsorship offering we would
like the same sponsor to have both prizes on the one hole. 
Includes:

Small logo added to the sponsor’s page of the caddy book. If choosing multiple sponsorship offerings only one
logo will be added to the caddy book. Largest size logo offering overrides your other offerings.

A5 Long drive sign designed with Long drive rules and includes your chosen graphic, sign will be placed under the
teepad sign. If not chosen your logo will be used by default
Long drive fairway Pin Stake with coreflute chart with your logo on it, pen & rope.
Small sized logo on Gate (Arbour) between HQ and Tee Pad 5
Small sized Logo on Photo Media Wall in HQ
Notable mention at awards ceremony for the long drive prizes

Long Drive Sponsorship 
$30 each (Cash or item of retail value)
Only three holes for long drive available, those three holes will have two prizes on each. One for men’s and one for
women’s. Which means 6 Long drive offerings available total. Ideally if you want more than one Long drive
sponsorship offering we would like the same sponsor to have both prizes on the one hole. 
Includes:

Small logo added to the sponsor’s page of the caddy book. If choosing multiple sponsorship offerings only one logo
will be added to the caddy book. Largest size logo offering overrides your other offerings.

Small sized logo on Gate (Arbour) between HQ and Tee Pad 5
Small sized Logo on Photo Media Wall in HQ
Small logo added to the sponsor’s page of the caddy book. If choosing multiple sponsorship offerings only one
logo will be added to the caddy book. Largest size logo offering overrides your other offerings.
Social Media post recognitions – Minimum One, Maximum Two posts specific to your Brand/Company

Accommodation Sponsorship
Minimum 20% off normal retail price
This sponsorship is for any hotel, motel, Airbnb or short stay in 30 minute radius of pinelines Disc Golf Course offering
a discount on the price to support the Perth Open 22.
Includes:

SPONSORSHIP OFFERS



Ability to host stall between 8am till 4pm Saturday 18th June
Stall size allocation of no more than 36m2 in HQ for your tent setup

Ability to host stall between 8am till 4pm Saturday 18th June
Stall size allocation for single 6 foot trestle table in HQ

Retail Sponsorship / Stall
Tent Stall
 $100
Includes:

Retail Trestle Stall
 $30
Includes:

Staff
 

Tournament Director - Reece Vellios
perthopen@perthdiscgolf.com

0402552277
 

Sponsorship Liaison - Joanne McCamish
sponsorships@perthdiscgolf.com

 
Players Packs - Jordan Wheeler

vicepresident@perthdiscgolf.com
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